Request for submission of short papers to be published into “Collected Papers for Presentation”

The Japan Section of the RSAI

Please submit your short paper to be published into “Collected Papers for Presentation” which is a
collection of presentations from the annual meeting.. The submitted short paper will be considered
as a final official manuscript to be published on the JSRSAI website. Please prepare the abstract as
well as short paper and submit it to us by deadline. The abstract and short paper can be submitted
through email attachment using following email address. Moreover, you can also submit full paper
(tentative version is acceptable).

Writing requirements
1. Paper size: A4
2. Number of pages: 7 (1page for English abstract, 6 pages for short paper)
* Including figures and tables
3. Number of characters: 12 words x 40 lines (per sheet)
4. Format type: using PC (not handwritten)
5. Due date: Oct. 20, 2020
6. Please Submit to: resume@jsrsai.jp
Please check the next page for more details
Note:
①

Please keep restrictions on the number of pages.

②

The above restriction on the number of characters is just in principle and not limited to above
requirement as long as the number of pages and the description range on the page are covered.
For example, you may have two column settings for your manuscript

③

Make the content into one PDF file in the order of abstract and resume.

④

Include the title, author name and affiliation in abstract and resume respectively.

⑤

If there are any changes in the presentation title, author, or affiliation, please be sure to contact
us while submitting the short paper. If not, the title and author's name in the program will be
same as in the submitted application form.
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